
Once upon a time in a Humble village of markets, canals and small boats lived a poor fisherman 
named Joseph, every day joseph would fish for things to sell for money. He never did get much 
money but he got enough to buy food for his small family consisting of his mother, his father and his 
wife one day when Joseph was about to go home he saw a glimmer of gold, immediately he cast his 
line and reeled up the gold golden thing and guess what . . . . It was a crab it had a small silvery atop 
his head of gold. It was so beautiful Jacob felt so bad that he threw it back into the dark waters 
below. To Joseph’s surprise the crab floated back up to him and spoke to him “you have saved I the 
king of all crabs and crustaceans directly below where you are now is the great crab-lantis I give you 
thanks from the very bottom of my heart when the moon is high in the sky of beauty come back 
here and wish for you heart’s true desire.”  

For hours and hours on end Joseph thought and thought but still he had no idea what to wish for. 
Joseph decided to ask his small family (separately to avoid quarrelling ) what their true desire is, first 
he asked his father and his father responded “If I could ask for truly anything I would ask for my 
eyesight back” then his mother “I would ask for you to have success” then finally his wife “to me 
there would be nothing more precious than a child,”  this did not make the matter any easier. So 
Joseph thought until the moon was high in the sky of beauty while running to his boat to get to crab-
lantis it came to him he sailed out and shouted “ I WISH FOR MY FATHER TO SEE MINE AND MY 
WIFE’S CHILD HOLDING A NET OF DEVILS HOLE PUPFISH.”   

Joseph rushed back to his small house and there it was a child holding a net full devils hole pupfish. 
(which if you do not know they are currently the worlds rarest fish ) Joseph was very successful from 
then on.  

 

THE END 


